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NOTIFICATION

The following is the Probability List containing the Register Numbers of candidates who are found provisionally 
eligible to be included in the Ranked list, subject to the verification of the Original documents, for selection to the 
post  of   LAST GRADE SERVANTS(SR FROM SC/ST ONLY) -  Palakkad   (Category No.  702/2014 )  in 
VARIOUS on `Rs 8500-13210 on the basis of the Objective Type Test (OMR) held on 06/06/2015.

The Register Numbers are arranged in their numerical sequence and the arrangement does not in any way, 
indicate their respective rank on the basis of the said test. The candidates whose numbers are included in short 
list are directed to be present for verification of original documents later.

:

:

04912505398

Palakkad

DISTRICT OFFICE, PALAKKAD

Main List

155643 155660 156081 156490 156891 158360

159503 163423 163618 164173 164229 165000

165314 165991 166329 166461 167581 167871

168123 168135 168287 168397 169063 169407

169411 169747 169830 170177 170365 170616

170714 170768 171731 171802 171837 171864

171866 172746 172774 172928 173135 173227

173280 173286 173639 174842 175665 182621

189433

Supplementary List

Scheduled Tribe

138668 166493 172116 172180 172958 173568

173831 198077 198502 199231 199624 200526

204668

17/06/2016

5/2016/DOP



2 LAST GRADE SERVANTS(SR FROM SC/ST ONLY)
  Palakkad 

List of Differently abled Candidates for 3% Reservation

Low Vision

Not eligible

Hearing Impairment

Not eligible

Locomotor Disability / Cerebral Palsy

Not eligible

Approved for issue,

Section Officer.

Note:- (1) Inclusion of Register Numbers in this list is purely provisional  subject to  scrutiny and admission of 
application on absolute basis.  Inclusion of Register  numbers in the probability list does not confer any right on 
the candidate  for   inclusion  in the Ranked List.

Note:- (2)  The list has been  prepared by including the number of candidates who have secured top marks in the 
OMR Test. 

Note :- (3)  The candidates who have secured 89 (Eighty nine) marks and above are included in the Main List of 
the  probability  list  and  the  requisite  marks  have  been  lowered  to  the  extent  necessary  in  respect  of  the 
Supplementary list.

Note:- (4)  Candidates included in the Probability List should present and produce in person the original and self 
attested copies of documents for verification.  Date, Time and Venue of certificate verification of candidates 
included in this probability list is published  later.

Note:- (5)   According to the existing procedure, revaluation of answer scripts is not allowed but answer scripts 
can be rechecked after the publication of Ranked List.  Detailed instructions will be published in the Ranked List 
to be published for the post. 

Note :- (6)  Candidates belonging to SC/ST  included in this list who are required to produce  Community 
Certificate   in  FORM III  or  Digitally  Signed  shall  produce  the  same  along  with  the  other  documents 
mentioned above at the time of verification of original documents.

Note :- (7) Copy of answer  scripts  of the OMR Test held on 06/06/2015 will be issued to those candidates who, 
apply for the same remitting the prescribed fee after approval of the Ranked List.  Candidates whose Register 
Numbers are invalidated are advised to refer to Notification No : ER IV B 1258/16/EW DATED 31.03.2016.

GANGADHARAN K V

DISTRICT OFFICER

KERALA PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION

District Office ,  Palakkad


